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Honing

On A Machining Center
A specially designed tooling package for honing operations and along with live,
on-board gaging allows critical honing operations to move to HMCs, thereby
eliminating several separate steps on multiple dedicated machines.
By Mark Albert
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oning is a particularly critical operation for
Quincy Compressor in Quincy, Illinois. That’s
because the quality of a compressor’s cylinder
bores greatly affects its efficiency, and honing is
the final and most critical step in the process of
bringing cylinder bores to specification. A highquality bore finish ensures that the motion of the
piston and the cylinder bore creates maximum
air compression with minimum carryover. Carryover (sometimes called “blow-by”) refers to the
minute quantity of oil particles that pass by the
rings on the piston when a compressor is running.
So honing has received a lot of attention at Quincy
Compressor, ever since the company began
producing compressors for commercial applications in the 1920s.
Lately, however, the company has been very
attentive to the efficiency of its manufacturing
operations. In the last several years, the company
has been streamlining its operations and implementing the principles of lean manufacturing. One
goal has been to reduce setup time so that smaller
batches of parts can be produced effectively.
Achieving continuous flow in part production by
combining operations on one machine has also
been a key objective.
Thus, it’s not surprising that Quincy Compressor looked closely at the possibility of combining
honing operations with other machining steps on
CNC machining centers. By working closely with
a cooperative machine tool builder, an innovative
honing technology developer along with their
integrated electronics gaging supplier, Quincy
Compressor has been able to successfully run
honing operations on two HMCs installed early
this year. The key enabler in this project is a method
of simultaneous honing of the cylinder bore and
real-time air gaging of the bore size in the automatic
mode.
According to Chuck Fisher, manager of operations support and facilities at Quincy Compressor, the success of this project was particularly
To accommodate honing operations, these two Mazak
Nexus-6800II HMCs were modified at the factory
before delivery to Quincy Compressor.

Quincy Compressor is a leading manufacturer of
industrial compressor systems for industrial and commercial applications. The cylinder head on this unit,
which is ready to ship, was honed on an HMC.
gratifying because “everything came together
and worked the way we had hoped and expected
them to.” The company is now able to finishmachine 15 different compressor bodies involving 11 different cylinder bore sizes, all of which
required a honed finish. Cylinder bore quality has
also improved substantially. Carryover has been
reduced by a factor of 10 compared to bores
finished on the old dedicated honing machines.
Moreover, the process has opened the door to
new product designs, which were previously
constrained by the inflexibility of the old machining line.
Deep Roots

Although Quincy Compressor was started in 1920,
its roots in the compressor business were formed
well before that. Its founders had years of experience working for another local compressor manufacturer when they developed a new concept
for the design of a compressor for vacuum pumps.
Their employer wasn’t interested in producing
this design, so they formed Wall Pump & Compressor Company. The new design was a success
and the company grew steadily. In 1967, the
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On the outside, the most conspicuous
addition to these otherwise “standard”
machines is the gaging system’s control
and readout unit mounted to the right of the
operator’s door on the side of the machine.
The inset shows a close-up of the unit.

company moved to its current plant location. By
then, the company had changed its name to
Quincy Compressor. In 2005, the company became
part of EnPro Industries, a family of manufacturing firms. It continues to specialize in compressors
for industrial applications, especially those used
i n re g u l ati n g c l i m ate c o ntro l sy s te m s a n d
buildings.
Until honing could be moved to CNC machining centers, compressor bodies were completed
in four separate operations for facing, milling,
drilling and honing. The machining line consisted
of multiple machines, including several dedicated
honing machines in the traditional vertical style.
In 2007, Mr. Fisher and several manufacturing
engineers attended an educational seminar on
honing where they heard a technical presentation
by Darrell Day, president of Bates Technologies
(Fishers, Indiana), a company specializing in honing
technology. Gathered around a tabletop exhibit,
engineers from both companies began discussing the possibility of doing honing operations on
a machining center.
It was clear that tackling this challenge would
require a strong partnership that combines the
expertise of all parties involved, and not just those
of Bates Technologies and Quincy Compressor.
Following Bates’ lead, the machine tool builder
and the electronic gaging supplier would also
have to contribute.
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The Right Partners

Bates Technologies is one of the leading developers of specialized honing technologies for use on
both dedicated honing machines and on many
machining centers and flexible workstations. The
company also designs honing tools, air gaging
systems and honing consumables, such as abrasive honing stones and brushes. On Quincy
Compressor’s behalf, the company approached
several machine tool builders about the possibility of developing a honing system for automatic
operation on a machining center. The honing tools
would be stored in the machine’s tool changer
and loaded in the spindle automatically. The
machine would have to interface with the hone
tooling package and the air gaging system.
The machine tool builder that Bates considered
the most receptive to the proposed project was
Mazak Corp. (Florence, Kentucky). This builder
turned out to be the ideal partner. One reason is
that Mazak is a strong proponent of multi-tasking
machine tools. Successfully integrating a honing
operation in this application would be a natural
extension of the company’s emphasis on “donein-one” capability. Also, the company’s technical
center at its U.S. headquarters in Florence is set
up to facilitate these kinds of projects with technology partners.
Alan Huber, a Mazak applications manager,
headed the builder’s team working on the project.
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He says the project involved some essential
modifications to a standard HMC. In this case,
the team determined that a pair of Nexus 6800 II
HMCs would be the best choice for Quincy’s
needs. These 50-taper machines are equipped
with 80-tool magazines and a two-station pallet
changer.
Modifications for honing included an additional
compressed air line for the air gage on board the
honing tool, a coolant inducer to deliver high
pressure coolant to the body of the honing tool
for activating the honing stones, and 10-micron
coolant filter. Also, the machines’ controllers were
modified so that a programmable logic controller
would respond to signals from the air gage. Mr.
Huber explains that these modifications did not
add significantly to the cost of the machines, but
they did need to be installed while the machine
was being built.
Honing Tools Honed For Automation

For its part, Bates Technologies had similar reengineering tasks. David Chobany, vice president
of Bates Technologies, explains that his company
modified its honing tools to use lightweight aircraft
aluminum for the tool shaft and hone head. This
reduced the mass of the tool so that it could be
safely handled by the tool changer without excessive wear on the spindle. Bates Technologies also
had to design interfaces on the honing tool and
the spindle face so that the coolant and air lines
could be engaged automatically when the tool is

Chris Mitts ( left ) reviews with Chuck Fisher ( center )
and Jeremy Shade how the gaging unit monitors the
progress of the hone and automatically stops when
bore size is reached.

loaded into the spindle. Although the company
has considerable experience with gaging systems
for automatic honing on dedicated honing machines,
this was the first time it had addressed the needs
for the automation of honing multiple parts with
different bore diameters on CNC machining centers. For Quincy Compressor’s application, it
developed 11 honing tool sizes ranging in diameter from 2.5 to 6.0 inches in diameter.
To develop the automatic electronic gaging
system for this project, Bates Technologies worked
closely with its partner, Metronics Inc. (Bedford,
New Hampshire), a division of the Heidenhain
Corporation. The honing developer’s experience
in air gaging along with Metronics’ advanced
electronic equipment led to a customized gaging
system. This Precision Air Gage System (PAGS)
uses air pressure flowing through orifices on the
body of the honing tool to detect and measure
the size of the bore. With PAGS, an air pressure
differential passes through a proprietary air gage
to an electronic converter box, which also serves
as a digital readout. As the bore size grows larger
with each stroke of the honing tool, the gaging
unit mounted on the side of the machine displays
its dimension in microns.
Quincy Compressor took delivery of the two
HMCs in January 2009. By March, the QT10 line
of compressor bodies had been approved for
honing operations on the new machines. However,
considerable effort preceded this approval. The
company worked with H & B Quality Tooling, a
local tooling and fixturing company, to design and
build fixtures for mounting the cylinder blocks on
the pallet changers of the machining centers.
These fixtures feature interchangeable mounting
plates that can be taken on or off for the different
part numbers processed on the HMCs. The pallets are manually loaded and unloaded. Switching
from one part to another takes operators about
60 to 90 minutes, part to part. (The old line required
six hours for a part changeover.) Kerry Davis,
another VP at Bates Technologies, worked with
Quincy manufacturing engineer Jeremy Shade
and process improvement technician Chris Mitts
to optimize the grade of abrasive stone for each
bore size and tweak the corresponding feed,
speed and stroke rates. This team also trained
the machine operators.
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size is reached, the gage unit signals the CNC to
shut off coolant flow to retract the honing stones
and begin the procedure for withdrawing the
tool from the bore. Under programmed command,
the honing tool completes one more stroke
with coolant pressure re-activated. By precisely
controlling RPM and the feed rate, a cross
(Almost) Like Any Other Tool
hatch pattern at the pre-determined angle can
In The Magazine
In operation, the typical honing process on the be imparted on the wall of the bore. (This crossHMCs works like this: After facing, milling, drilling, h atc h i s th e s i g n atu re fe atu re of a h o n e d
tapping and chamfering of the compressor hous- cylinder bore—it allows the oil to be retained for
ing is completed, the bore is finished with a single- a p e r f e c t s e a l b e t w e e n t h e c y l i n d e r a n d
point tool, and then checked with a touch-trigger the rings on the piston.) After completing this
probe. If the bore size is within tolerances, the stro ke, th e ho n ing to o l retu r ns to th e to o l
appropriate honing tool is retrieved from the ATC magazine.
Many bores require a final brush-honing operand inserted into the spindle, interfacing with the
coolant inducer, along with the rotary union and ation. Brush honing removes the microscopic
spindle-face stop block that allows compressed peaks of the freshly honed surface as well as any
air to flow to the gage. Because the part remains torn and folded metal, thus creating a smooth,
clamped throughout these steps, the centerline uniformly flat plateau that the piston ring rides
of the honing tool matches that of the boring across when the compressor is running.
bar, thus maintaining bore straightness and
roundness.
“Any Model, Any Day”
When the coolant flow is turned on and reaches The successful integration of honing on the HMCs
the prescribed pressure level, the honing stones enables the company to adjust part production
expand outward against the walls of the cylinder rapidly to more nearly match the part mix needed
as the tool rotates and feeds in and out of the by incoming orders and forecasted model runs.
bore. As material is removed with each stroke of The goal, according to Mr. Fisher, is to support
the honing tool, the air gage measures and displays the assembly of “any model, any day.” He reports
the changing size on the DRO unit. When final that the new HMCs, and other process improvements, have brought the shop floor very close to
this goal.
Although Quincy Compressor may be the first
manufacturer to benefit from honing on a machining center, it certainly won’t be the last. Moreover,
this test of the live, on-board gaging that enabled
this successful application has implications yet
to be explored. For example, some of the largest
boring tool manufacturers have been in discussions with Bates to determine how they may
utilize the electronic gaging feedback from the
honing operation to monitor the boring operation
that precedes it. By tracking the initial bore size
reading transmitted by the hone’s air gage, wear
on the boring bar’s insert edges can be adjusted
Unlike most dedicated honing machines, the honing
to control size. This may also allow timelier tool
tool operates horizontally in the spindle of the HMC.
changes. The savings on an automotive engine
The red attachment at the base of the honing tool’s
block line from implementing this concept could
shaft is the coupling for the air line that is used to
substantial.
gage bore size during the honing process.
For more information, enter the company
name at mmsonline.com/suppliers or call:
Bates Technologies, 800-331-6778
Mazak, 859-342-1700
Metronics, 603-622-0212
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